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Introduction
The Maine Guide is a frequently updated listing of projects, services,
organizations and other useful resources involved in electronic communications and
information access in Maine. It is maintained by the Maine State Library for the library
community and all others concerned with such matters. The emphasis is placed on
timeliness and informality -- occasionally at the expense of polish and precision editing.
Rapid change within a flexible environment is the order of the day in this area.
The Maine Guide is available on request in paper and electronic format. Notices
of updates are posted to the Maine Libraries Discussion List (MELIBS-L) and the Maine
Community Access Network Discussion List (MEFREE-L). See below for discussion list
subscription information.
Additions and corrections are always welcome. They should be forwarded to the
compiler: Karl Beiser, Maine State Library, POB 2145, Bangor, ME 04402, tel 207-581 1656, fax 207-581-1653, bbs 942-6512, email beiser@satum.caps.maine.edu.
Permission is hereby granted for forwarding, reposting or any other republication
of this edition of the Maine Guide by anyone who wishes to do so, as long as it is
reproduced in its entirety.
MAINE GUIDE CONTENTS
Guide listings are divided into a services listing (Getting Connected) and a development
section (Planning, Development and Organizational Initiatives):
Getting Connected in Maine - SERVICES CURRENTLY OFFERED
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Bulletin Board Systems in Maine
Electronic bulletin board systems (BBSes) are a thriving part of the computer
communications picture in America. Reasonable estimates suggest that between
commercial, government, institutional and hobby systems there are at least 50,000
BBSes in operation at this time. Many are linked to one another through Fidonet or
some other inter-system forwarding scheme.
Most of the larger BBSes nationally offer the ability to exchange electronic mail with
anyone connected to the Internet. Increasingly, USENET News Groups —international
message-based conferences —are becoming a part of the services of major systems.
Both features are showing up with increasing frequency on larger Maine BBSes as well.
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It appears that in the near future a number of commercial options will emerge for
connecting an inexpensive, PC-based BBS directly to the Internet as a "host site" —one
available for real-time logon across the Internet.
The list that follows, downloaded from the Acorn BBS, can form the basis for
exploration of BBS systems in Maine. Some are 'larger than others. Some are
commercial and only available for a fee, while others are open to all. No doubt
additional BBSes exist that are not listed here.

-=* Street Comer BBS *=Maine BBS Directory
Area Code 207
-=(*)=November 26, 1994

Nov. 26, 1994 — 118 Entries
NAME
64th Dimension, The
Acom BBS
ADAK Dreamer BBS
Addiction BBS, The
Ambrosia BBS
Amiga Underground, The
Backwoodz BBS, The
Bangor ROS BBS
Bay
Bit of Maine
Bits N' Bytes BBS
Candle Light BBS, The
CeleStat
Check Six
Circular Logic
Cloudstorm BBS
C.O.P.S.
Country Lane
Crystal Palace
Dark Arena Elite
Dataman's Workshop
Dave's Dungeon BBS
Divinity BBS

4 ADD, 2 DROP from Aug. 10, 1994
LINES SYSOP

TOWN

BBS

1 Matt Demmico
8 Tony Cremonese
1 Joe Civita
2 Greg Bolton
Jay Slade
2 Aubrey Alexander
1 Adam Beatham
1 Jim Smith
1 Guy Roussel
3 Rick Winslow
1 Anne Arnold
1 Rhad Davis
4 Noel Paul Stooky
2 Paul Bessiere
1 Steve Miller
1 Todd Friedenberg
1 Rick Limbree
1 Harold Murphy
1 Lucas Salvage
1 Eric Randall
1 Michael Morin
David Beaudry
Terri Lehoux

Scarborough
Freeport
Topsham
W. Buxton
Bangor
Wiscasset
Kennebunk
Bangor
Belfast
Rockland
Winslow
Readfield
B. Hill Falls
Bangor
Winslow
Bangor
Kennebunk
Kennebunk
Orono
Old Town
Lewiston
Bowdoin
Springvale

TEL
TBBS
PCB
PCB
REN
CNA
SF
TPB
MAX
PCB
WC
SF
GAL
WC
TR
TRI

NUMBER

{883-1904}
{865-3004}
{729-6948}
{727-3065}
{942-7155}
{882-7787}
{985-6264}
{942-7803}
{338-9750}
{594-7025}
{873-1937}
{897-6036}
{374-5161}
{945-2612}
{873-4981}
{942-7704}
{985-1140}
{499-2999}
SF
REN {866-0104}
{827-5399}
WC
VBBS {784-1780}
REN {666-5852}
{490-5844}
SF

Dream Link
Dynamics BBS
Eagle's Eye BBS
EcoLink BBS
EMTC Elec Tech
ESCAPE! BBS
Everybody Else's BBS
Fastball BBS
FiNaL ZoNe, ThE
FireHouse BBS, The
Flipside BBS
Forever Autumn BBS
FREEDOM BOARD, The
Free Press BBS, The
Fox Island BBS
Galaxy Class BBS
GameLynk Entertainment
Gates of Paradise, The
Genesis
GS Connection
Great White North, The
Greene Machine BBS
Harbor Heights
Harbour Lights BBS
Hobbit Hole BBS, The
Intown BBS
ISLANDER BOARD
KA1VSC BBS
Knight Club BBS, The
Kobayashi Alternative
KVCS BBS
L/A Blues
L/A PC-Forvm Annex
Lady D's Chambers
Last Outpost, The
Laurie's Garden
LightHouse BBS, The
Lighthouse BBS, The
Lobster Bouy
MacBang BBS
Main BBS, The
Maine Career Connection
Maine Ideas
MaineLine BBS, The
Maine PC Connection

6 Brian Caouette
1 Percy Dieppa
Jim Richard
1 Rob White
1 Dick Cynewski
1 Kevin Green
2 Timothy Stryker
1 Drew Dunning
Nick Plante
John Dennet
1 Jim Skeffington
1 Terry Gwazdosky
1 Jason Moody
1 Ken Gomes
1 Bob Watts
1 Richard LeVasseu
1 Joe Charette
1 Lisa Beauregard
2 Matthew Randall
1 Theo Van Dinter
1 Bruce Prindall
1 Marcel Gauthier
1 Tim Sweeney
1 Rick Lembree
1 Mike Achenbach
1 Gordon Theriault
1 Chris Parsons
1 Matthew Webster
1 Benji Higgins
6 Paul Leclair
1 Nelson Bigelow
2 Jon Meier
1 Bob Leduc
1 Jeary Keams
1 Jack DeFelice
1 Laurie Duvefelt
1 Scott Edwards
Sharon Parker
2 Mark Goodwin
1 Andy England
3 Jim Rake
1 Dana Edgecomb
1 Karl Beiser
Harold Murphy
1 Dave Parks
4

Lewiston
Westbrook
Gardiner
Durham
Bangor
■Arundel
Westbrook
Bangor
' Kittery
Kittery
Lebanon
Waterville

CNA {786-2926}
REN {854-8529}
{724-2016}
REN {353-7670}
WC
{941-4687}
SF
{283-4939}
GAL {856-7186}
VBBS {945-6229}
{439-1061}
{439-0994}
SF
{457-1256}
{872-7969}
TRI
TRIN {244-5033}
Saco
SF
{286-1831}
{863-0941}
Vinalhaven Is. WC
{582-8392}
Gardiner
SF
{284-9860}
SF
Saco
Winter Harbor WWIV {963-8829}
SF
{622-0588}
Augusta
Cape ElizabethREN {799-9080}
SF
{627-4169}
Oxford
{375-4078}
SL
Sabattus
Boothbay Hrbr.XBBS {633-0931}
Kennebunkport DLG {967-3719}
{490-0112}
SF
Springvale
{780-1876}
Portland
{244-0118}
W Tremont
{247-6225}
Waldoboro
{698-4400}
Berwick
CNA {784-3607}
Greene
PCB {623-2826}
Augusta
Lewiston
RBBS {777-3465}
{777-1317}
Lewiston
SL
Brunswick
EXC {721-9627}
{384-5949}
RA
S. Berwick
{469-3585}
E. Orland
TAG {255-3700}
Machias
{562-8517}
Dixfield
{941-0805}
TRI
Bangor
{942-2941}
TF
Bangor
PCB {729-9021}
Brunswick
{642-4802}
Standi sh
{942-6512}
Bangor
WC
{499-2999}
Lyman
{854-3928}
Westbrook

Maine PC Connection
Maine Planning Office
Mainware
ME-Link BBS
Mental Health Professor
MFS Computing BBS
Midcoast Computer Society
Midnight Madness BBS
Montreal Express
M.S.A.D. 71
MSLS BBS
NEEED
New Boondocks, The
New Frontier BBS, The
NEXUS .
Night Owl BBS
Northern Lights BBS
Northern Maine
Northern Maine Educators
NOZONE BBS
OneMaine
Pandemonium
PaPa Willy's Work Shop
Patten Free Library BBS
PC-City
Penobscot Valley Comp Soc
Pinnacle Club, The
Plain Brown Paper Wrapper
Poor Man BBS, The
R.A.C.U.G.
Radioactive Realm
Rolling Thunder
Rusty's Place BBS
School Talk SAD#9
ScuttleButt BBS
Seldom Idle BBS, The
Shantipole Project BBS
Small Business Advisory
Southern Maine Tech. BBS
Street Comer BBS
Swamplands BBS
Test Pattern
TV Implosion BBS
Twin Schooners
Ultimate Connection, The

1 Herb Edgecomb
Windham
2 Michael Montagna Augusta
1 Jim Wilson
Ellsworth
2 John Lunt
Auburn
1 Jonathan Freedman Caribou
1 Mario F. Simard 'Jackman
Camden
1 Karl Gottshalk
1 David Gregoire
Augusta
York Beach
1 Wayne Price
Kennebunk
1 Paul Russo
1 George Fergusson N. Whitefleld
Orono
1 Jim Breece
Caribou
1 Dave Strouse
Saco
1 Timothy Bass
Surry
1 Beverly Locke
Saco
1 Joe Charette
Portland
4 Jack Kilday
Caribou
5 David Collins
Bridgewater
3 William Lowell
Springvale
1 Mike Longmire
Portland
3 Richard Leith
Bucksport
1 Dan Leach
Augusta
1 Will Bastille
Bath
1 Stew Maclehose
Lisbon
1 Steve Stuart
Bangor
1 William Mosher
Bucksport
1 Ken Bouchard
Sanford
1 Tim Charlton
Limestone
1 Bill Strickland
Rockland
1 Paul Cole
Mexico
1 Danny Bernard
Portland
1 Jeff Richard
Waterboro
Farmington
1 Paul Gooch
York Beach
1 Brian D Bartlett
Dedham
1 Randy Hunt
Gardiner
1 Marshall Grover
Brunswick
1 Tim Smith
S. Portland
4 David Pratt
Bath
2 Scott R Bodeen
Lebanon
2 Steve Williams
Scarborough
1 George Caswell
Pemaquid
1 John Fisher
Wiscasset
1 Robert Sommers
Rumford
1 Steve Milligan
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SF
XBBS
FC
WC
MICH
WC
UBBS
RA
VBBS
SF
WC
SF
SL
SF
PCB
PCB
WC
WC
FC
SF
WC
TPB
SF
SF
WC
REN
SF
WC
MAJ
TRI
TRI
RA
PCB
SF
WC
SF
GBBS
REN

{799-4088}
{287-4017}
{667-4729}
{783-9703}
{493-3138}
{668-3631}
{236-8537}
{626-2738}
{363-6584}
{985-8583}
{549-3213}
{581-1867}
{498-8247}
{284-0176}
{667-2922}
{284-0280}
{761-4782}
{496-2391}
{764-1959}
{490-3605}
{799-5702}
{469-3713}
{445-4588}
{443-3601}
{353-8538}
{942-2308}
{469-6732}
{324-1902}
{328-4830}
{596-7030}
{369-9473}
{878-3476}
{793-8069}
{645-3250}
{363-6345}
{843-7957}
{582-4231}
{721-0038}
{799-3547}
{833-6011}
{457-2273}
{883-0039}
{677-3471}
{882-9779}
{369-0621}

Viking BBS
Waynes World BBS
Wildcat of Sanford BBS
WindowShop, The
Wolfs Moon BBS

1 Shawn White
Wayne Jackson
1 Roland Legere
1 Derek Sheppard
2 Michael Martell

-- V

Searsport
Augusta
Sanford
Bar Harbor
Windham
. :.

WC

{548-2316}
{621-0530}
WC
{490-1416}
TBBS {288-2712}
SF
{893-1335}

BBS TYPES
CNA - Cnet Amiga
SB - SuperBBS
CNC - Cnet Commodore
SF - Spitfire
DLG - Dialogue Professional BBS/OS
SKY - SKYLINE
EXC - Excalibur
SL - Searchlight
FC - First Class BBS
TAG - TAG
GBBS- GBBS
TBBS- TBBS
MAJ - Major BBS
TEL - Telegard
MAX - Maximus BBS
TF - TeleFinder
MICH - Michtron
TPB - TPBoard
OPUS - OPUS
TRI -TriBBS
PCB - PCBoard
UBBS - Ultra BBS
QH - Qmodem Host
VBBS - The Virtual BBS/NET
RA - Remote Access
WAF - Waffle Board
RBBS- RBBS
WC -Wildcat
REN - Renegade
XBBS- XBBS

"This list was created by Scott R. Bodeen. Use this list at your own risk. By use of this
list, you, the user agrees not to hold Scott R. Bodeen and/or Street Corner BBS
accountable for any damages that may occur from the computer Bulletin Boards listed
here and/or from the list itself.
"I thank those who have given me further information on keeping this list up-to-date. I
try to send out an updated list at least once a month.
"If any updates need to be made or if you would like to have your BBS listed, please
leave a message on the 195 echo conference, send me a net mail message at 1:326/208
via FidoNet or call Street Comer BBS at 442-0997 and leave a message to the SysOp I
may also be reached at scott.bodeen@scomer.wmeonlin.sacbbx.com."
Celestat
Celestat is a 20-line bulletin board system available with a local phone call from
Ellsworth and Blue Hill. Operated by a non-profit corporation, it charges uses $.50/hr.
Plans call for addition of telnet and FTP Internet capabilities to the BBS in February,
1995. The BBS will also support incoming telnet connections for those outside the area
6

who already have Internet access. Libraries and schools in Hancock County are offered
free Celestat accounts, including telnet and FTP. The system hosts LIBNET, a forum
area devoted to libraries in the vicinity. Many of the same people associated with
Celestat are involved with Downeast Net as well. Free 30-minute demo sessions are
available to anyone. BBS numbers are 667-0800 in Ellsworth and 334-5161 in Blue Hill.
Contact: Don McKillop, tel 326-0753, 667-1840 or 326-9039, email
merlin@celestat. com.
Internet Access Providers in Maine
A number of firms have begun to offer Internet access in Maine. The nature and extent of
their services vary. Moreover, all the current providers cover limited geographic areas.
Those living beyond the local phone calling areas of these services may wish to consider
national online services (which usually provide 800 accessfrom anywhere for an
additional fee) as the next best bet for acquiring some degree of affordable Internet
access.
Firms known to be currently active in Maine include:
Agate Internet Services
Biddeford Internet Corporation
Downeast Net
InterRamp
MaineLink
MaineStreet Communications
NMI Consulting (netMaine)
Northern Lights BBS
Portland Internet Corporation
Agate Internet Services offers SLIP/PPP access to the Internet from points of presence in
Portland, Augusta and Bangor. Users have access to full Usenet feed and (in March,
1995) can design and mount a personal web page if desired. Setup is $30 and includes
freeware Internet access software for making a connection to the service. Ongoing cost is
$30/mo including 15hrs of use, with additional use billed at $2/hr. Service is also
available at $84/3 mos. Higher-speed dedicated and leased line services are also
available. For info: Agate Internet Services, 31 Central Street, Suite 312, Bangor, ME
04401, tel. 947-8248. Info for Augusta area is also available from Lexicon
Microsystems, 333 Water Street, Augusta, ME 04330, tel. 623-4012.
Biddeford Internet Corporation is a local Internet Service Provider for the York County
area offering Internet Shell accounts, dial-up SLIP/PPP accounts, and high-speed Internet
connections. It is a local call from Biddeford, Saco, Old Orchard Beach, Arundel,
Kennebunk, Kennebunkport, and Goodwin's Mills. A Point of Presence in southern
York County is planned.
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-- Shell accounts are $1.00/hr with a 10 hr/mo minimum. Students and educators (with
verification of status) are charged $.50/hr for each hour over 20 hrs. Students pay a $20
deposit which is credited against their final bill.
-- SLIP/PPP accounts provide connection at speeds up to 28.8KBS, access to a full
Usenet feed; a POP2, POP SMTP or IMAPD mailbox; server space for personal Web
pages - high volume or commercial pages pay an additional fee. There is a $30
Installation fee and usage is charged at $1.50/hr, with a 20 hr/mo minimum.
— High-speed connections are also available. They include, installation support,
consulting and training, CSU/DSU's, domain name registration, network address
registration, secondary name service, a customized Usenet news feed. A 56 Kbps
connection is $ 1,000 for installation and $600/month. Higher speeds quoted on request.
-- For non-profit schools, libraries, museums and teaching hospitals the firm offers
educational group accounts. Each educational institution may have one educational
group account. Each educational group account may have an unlimited number of
members, as long as each member is an employee of the institution. Each employee in a
group in turn has an individual Internet account. The accounts may be either shell or
SLIP/PPP accounts. The first $30 a month of usage for each institution is free. This is
the equivalent of three standard shell accounts or one SLIP/PPP account. Anonymous ftp
space and Web page service are also available for free, though the firm reserves the right
to put some restrictions on the volume of traffic for free Web and ftp space. One bill for
the group account will be sent to the institution as a whole. After the first $30 of usage,
charges are accrued at the normal rate with the following exceptions:
1) Minimum fees will be aggregated. Time not used by members of the
group who use less than the minimum number of hours will be credited to the accounts of
those who use more than the minimum number of hours.
2) Standard educational discounts will apply to each individual account.
The firm will register and serve domain names for institutions, allowing a group of
accounts to appear to the outside world as one entity. For info on these accounts contact
Elizabeth Frey, email efrey@biddeford.com.
Contact: Biddeford Internet Corporation, POB 517, Biddeford, ME 04005. tel 207-2863581, modem 207-286-1220, fax 207-286-0840
Downeast Net announced in early December, 1994, that it would be offering dial-up
Internet access accounts in the Ellsworth, Blue Hill and Mount Desert Island areas in
February, 1995. A shell account will be available for a flat fee of $75/month. SLIP/PPP
accounts are planned after the site is up and running. Many of the folks involved with the
Celestat BBS are also involved with Downeast Net. Contact: Don McKillop, tel 3260753, 667-1840 or 326-9039, email merlin@celestat.com.
MaineLink offers Internet shell accounts for $29/month and SLIP accounts (which
includes shell access as well) for $39/month flat rate in the Portland area, with
Lewiston/Aubum planned for spring. Training classes are offered. The firm will set up
and maintain a business WWW homepage for $150 plus $50/month. Users can access the
system with 14.4 kb/sec modems, with 28.8 capability planned. System supports telnet,
ftp, ire (Internet Relay Chat), about 4,000 English language news groups and World Wide
8

Web. MaineLink's homepage is http://www.mainelink.net/ For information, contact
Internet Maine, Inc., tel 780-0416, or email info@maine.mainelink.net.
InterRamp, a service of national Internet access provider Performance Systems
International, opened for business in the Portland area in early 1995. It offers PPP access
via dial-up phone lines and ISDN phone service. The dial-up service has a start-up cost
of $99 which includes the Netmanage Chameleon suite of Internet software applications
for MS-DOS computers or MicroPhone LT for Macintosh users, and one month of
unlimited usage. Subsequent charges are a minimum of $29/mo for29 hours of usage and
$1.50/hr beyond that. Contact: Performance Systems International, Inc., 510 Huntmar
Park Drive Herndon, VA 22070, tel 703-0709-0300 or 800-psi-3031, fax 703-904-1207,
email info@psi.com, www http://www.psi.com.
MaineStreet Communications, Inc. emphasizes services to information providers but also
offers individual Internet access accounts. It has local dial up numbers in Portland,
Lewiston/Auburn, Bath/Brunswick, Winthrop/Augusta, and a number of smaller towns.
For a complete list one may dial MaineStreet's central number 657-5235 with computer
and modem, login as "guest", with a password of "guest" and obtain a current listing of
communities with local dial-up service. The same number also offers would-be users a
"free sample" of service via a limited Lynxbrowser.
— For $100 setup and $75 per month MaineStreet will give an organization an account
suitable for publishing information, conducting commerce, and providing interactive
services on the Internet. This account includes a sub-domain (eg
YourCompany.maine.com) and support for World-Wide Web, gopher, ftp, netnews,
listserv, mailbot and telnet/lynx servers. The basic package includes a single user
account, 30 hours per month of connect time (Internet access) and allows a daily average
of 10Mb of traffic. Additional users are $10 per month, traffic beyond 300MB per month
is $0.25 per Mb, and connect time beyond the first 30 hours is $1 per hour. Information
providers are expected to maintain their own dataspace and "virtual storefront."
— MaineStreet offers individual servers, consulting, and "storefront" maintenance on an
hourly or "a la carte" basis. For individual users client-only Internet access is $20 for
setup and $ 10/month plus $2 per hour.
Contact Christopher F. Miller, MaineStreet Communications, Inc., 208 Portland Road,
Gray, ME 04039, tel 657-5078, email cfm@maine.com, WWWhttp://www.maine.com.
NMI Consulting (netMAINE, Inc.) offers full Internet and TCP/IP integration services to
corporate, small business, and individual/home business customers. Services include:
Internet connection installation, network security (firewalls and security policy planning),
local- and wide-area enterprise network design and implementation, Intemet-to-enterprise
network (multi-vendor, multi-protocol) integration, client-server application engineering,
training for network professionals and users, Internet setup clinics for individual/home
business users, on-site consulting for individual/home business users. In business since
1990. Contact: Andrew Robinson, NMI consulting, PO Box 8258, Portland, ME 041048258, tel 780-6381, fax 780-6301, email atr@maine.net.
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Northern Lights BBS on Peaks Island has married the functions of commercial bulletin
board system and Internet access provider. Callers to the four-line system have access to
SLIP/PPP and/or a UNIX shell account with FTP, telnet and Gopher support. Usage fees
are as follows:
Service Levels:
3 Months
6 Months
12 Months
1 - BBS Only (1 hr./Day + Unlimited D/L)
2 - Level 1 + Internet E-mail/Newsgroups
3 - Level 2 + FTP/Telnet + Unix Shell Acct.
4 - Level 3 + SLIP/PPP Internet Access
(15 hrs/mo, $2/hr thereafter)

20
29
59 - *’
89

35
50
100
150

55
85
185
285

Contact: J. C. Kilday Associates, PO Box 1961, Portland, ME 04104, bbs 761-4782.
Portland Internet Corporation is a local Internet Service Provider for the Cumberland
County area offering Internet Shell accounts, dial-up SLIP/PPP accounts, and high-speed
Internet connections. It is a local call from Cumberland, Falmouth, Freeport, Gorham,
North Deering, Peaks Island, Portland, Pownal, Scarborough, South Portland, Westbrook,
Windham, and Yarmouth.
— Shell accounts are Sl.OO/hr with a 10 hr/mo minimum. Students and educators (with
verification of status) are charged $.50/hr for each hour over 20 hrs. Students pay a $20
deposit which is credited against their final bill.
— SLIP/PPP accounts provide connection at speeds up to 28.8KBS, access to a full
Usenet feed; a POP2, POP SMTP or IMAPD mailbox; server space for personal Web
pages - high volume or commercial pages pay an additional fee. There is a $30
Installation fee and usage is charged at $1.50/hr, with a 20 hr/mo minimum.
— High-speed connections are also available. They include, installation support,
consulting and training, CSU/DSU's, domain name registration, network address
registration, secondary name service, a customized Usenet news feed. A 56 Kbps
connection is $1,000 for installation and $600/month. Higher speeds quoted on request.
— For non-profit schools, libraries, museums and teaching hospitals the firm offers
educational group accounts. Each educational institution may have one educational
group account. Each educational group account may have an unlimited number of
members, as long as each member is an employee of the institution. Each employee in a
group in turn has an individual Internet account. The accounts may be either shell or
SLIP/PPP accounts. The first $30 a month of usage for each institution is free. This is
the equivalent of three standard shell accounts or one SLIP/PPP account. Anonymous ftp
space and Web page service are also available for free, though the firm reserves the right
to put some restrictions on the volume of traffic for free Web and ftp space. One bill for
the group account will be sent to the institution as a whole. After the first $30 of usage,
charges are accrued at the normal rate with the following exceptions: 1) Minimum fees
will be aggregated. Time not used by members of the group who use less than the
minimum number of hours will be credited to the accounts of those who use more than
the minimum number of hours. 2) Standard educational discounts will apply to each
individual account. The firm will register and serve domain names for institutions,
10

allowing a group of accounts to appear to the outside world as one entity. For info on
these accounts contact Elizabeth Frey, email efrey@biddeford.com. Contact: Portland
Internet Corporation, Suite 204, 120 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101. tel 207-7568770, modem 207-756-8774, fax 207-756-8773.
Internet Information Hosts in Maine
A rapidly growing number of organizations, public and private, are publishing
information accessible to the world via the Internet.' Most use Gopher or World-Wide
Web server software to present users with menus that lead to documents, files and
connections to other Internet computer systems. The following is a brief, doubtless
incomplete listing of sites in Maine or offering significant Maine-related information
content. Note that the Destek WWW site presents users of a graphical Web browser with
a clickable map of almost all the WWW and Gopher sites listed here.
Maine Gopher Sites

abacus.bates.edu
gopher.bowdoin.edu
gopher.colby.edu
gopher.gould.pvt.kl2.me.us
hobbes.jax.org
server.umemca.maine.edu:7
gopher.thomas.edu
gopher.ume.maine.edu
maine.maine.edu:7071/l 1/UMA
maine.maine.edu:7071/l 1/UMF
maine.maine.edu:7071/l 1/UMFK
maine.maine.edu:7071/l 1/UMM
angst.umpi.maine.edu
maine.maine.edu

Bates College
Bowdoin College
Colby College
Gould Academy
Jackson Laboratory
Maine Center for the Arts
Thomas College
Univ of Maine
Univ of Maine at Augusta
Univ of Maine at Farmington
Univ of Maine at Ft Kent
Univ of Maine at Machias
Univ of Maine at Presque Isle
Univ of Maine System
Maine
Bates College
Biddeford Internet, Inc.
Bowdoin College
Colby College
Delorme Mapping
Destek Group, Inc.
Gould Academy
Jackson Laboratory
MaineLink
Maine State Government

i-Wide Web Sites
http ://www. abacus.edu
http://www.biddeford.com
http://www.bowdoin.edu
http://www.colby.edu
http://www.delorme.com
http://www.destek.net/Maps/ME.html
http://www.gould.pvt.kl2.me.us
http://www.jax.org
http://www.mainelink.net
http://www. state.me.us
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MaineStreet Communications
http://www.maine.com
Northern Lights
http://www.nlbbs.com
Old Town Canoe
http: //www.cybermalls.com/cywharf/oldtown/index.html
So Maine Technical College
http://ctech.smtc.mtcs.tec.me.us
Sugarloaf Ski Area
http://www.sugarloaf.com/biz/sugarloaf
Thomas College
http :/7\vww.thomas.edu
Univ Maine
http://kramer.ume.maine.edu/umorono.htm
Univ of Maine at Farmington
http://www.umf.maine.edu
Univ of Maine at Ft Kent
http://www.umfk.maine.edu/main.htm
Univ of Maine System (CAPS)
http://www.maine.edu
Univ of Southern Maine
http://csirl .usmacs.maine.edu
Whistling Wings Farm
http://www.biddeford.com
LIBNET
LIBNET is an electronic forum on library matters maintained on the Celestat system in
Blue Hill Falls. Public libraries and schools within the local calling area (374 and 667non toll exchanges) receive free access to email and full participation in LIBNET. By the
end of January 1995 more than a dozen public, elementary and high school libraries were
active on LIBNET, exchanging information about resources and news affecting our
ability to provide library services. For almost all participants, this is a first opportunity to
explore online resources and to begin to develop our skills in accessing and using such
info. LIBNET was discussed at a mid-January meeting of Hancock County Librarians,
and use is expanding as more libraries acquire modems. See the Celestat entry for details
on that service.
LINK-Legislative Information Service
LINK is the Maine Legislature's online legislative information service. Access is
available to dial-up users for a set-up fee of $25. Online charges were eliminated in late
1994, but users must still purchase a specialized Wang 2110 emulation package for $100
to view only, or $ 195 to view and download. Contact: Janet Caron, Legislative
Information Systems Office, SHS #115, Augusta, Me 04333, tel 287-1625.
Maine State Archives Information Exchange
A dial-up guide to the resources of the Maine Archives, this menu-based BBS offers
researchers an opportunity to confirm that the Archives holds a particular item before
making the trip to Augusta to view or photocopy the original. To use the system you need
a computer, a modem, a general-purpose telecommunications package, and a phone line.
The BBS phone # is 287-5797. Contact: Jim Henderson, State Archivist, Cultural
Building, Station # 84, Augusta, Maine 04333, tel 287-5790, email
hendersn@saturn. caps, maine. edu.
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Maine Ideas BBS
An electronic bulletin board system (BBS) is a dial-up information service based on
software that confers surprisingly powerful communications capabilities on a personal
computer. Maine Ideas is a BBS based in Bangor and operated by the Maine State
Library that is being used to test and evaluate the technology for possible wider future
use.
Maine Ideas offers dial-up access to MaineCat and to several environmental databases;
electronic mail among users of Maine Ideas; electronic conferencing, again within the
user base of Maine Ideas; program and data files related to MaineCat available for
download; late-breaking news about MaineCat.
To use Maine Ideas, you will need a computer, a modem and telecommunications
software. Set the software to 8-N-l (8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit) and have the
software dial 942-6512. Modem speeds up to 14,400 Baud are supported.
Anyone can sign onto Maine Ideas and search the databases or download files. Only
library staff, once their "new user" status has been upgraded, have access to electronic
mail and conferences.
As noted above, Maine Ideas should be thought of as a maturing experiment. Obviously,
the cost of long distance calling reduces its usefulness to those beyond the Bangor local
calling area for all but an occasional quick file download. It is hoped that this trial will
provide insight in development of less-expensive facilities available over a wider area and
with a some degree of Internet connection. Contact: Karl Beiser, Maine State Library,
POB 2145, Bangor, ME 04402, tel 581-1656, fax 581-1653, email
beiser@saturn. caps, maine. edu.
Information Exchange
Located in the Maine State Library, the Information Exchange maintains a database,
called the Maine Resource Bank, of people, programs and other resources of value to K12 educators. It also does online bibliographic searches in the ERIC database for
educators. Contact: Edna Mae Comstock, Maine State Library, SHS #64, Augusta, ME
04333, tel 287-5620. email slecoms@gatekeeper.ddp.state.me. us.
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MAINE NETWORK ACCESS NUMBERS
(all 300/1200/2400 baud and Area Code 207 except as otherwise noted)
Last Updated - 8/2/94 (Downloaded from Acorn BBS)
AUGUSTA, ME
GEnet:
622-9341
Sprintnet: 622-3123 (no 2400)
622-7364
Tymnet:
622-3083
UMaine:
621-3310
BANGOR/BREWER, ME
Accunet: 941-0844
GEnet:
989-1418
IBM net: 800-288-8797 (surcharge applied)
800-333-8496 (MNP) (surcharge applied)
Sprintnet: 989-3081
Tymnet:
990-0529
990-9001 (9600 V.32)
BRUNSWICK, ME
GEnet:
729-5106
FORT KENT, ME
UMaine:
834-5334
KENNEBUNKPORT, ME
GE net:
967-8642 (surcharge applied)
KITTERY, ME
GE net:
439-3870 (surcharge applied)
LEWISTON/AUBURN, ME
Accunet: 783-1353
GE net:
784-4618 (surcharge applied)
Sprintnet: 784-0105
Tymnet:
795-6013
ORONO, ME
UMaine:
581-3660
PORTLAND, ME
Accunet: 773-9846
CompuServe 871-1265 (no 2400)
871-1276
775-6249 (9600 V.32/V.42)
GE net:
775-6593
IBM net: 874-6471 (MNP)
874-8797
Sprintnet: 761-4000 (no 2400)
761-9029 (2400 only)
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Tymnet:
775-5971
828-0072 (9600 V.32)
UMaine:
780-4539
PRESQUE ISLE, ME
Tymnet:
764-4167
UMaine:
764-0437
'
STATE-WIDE
NYNEX Infopath: 800-339-3845 (9600 v.42/v.42bis)

(Long Distance charges may be less if you go through Boston and you live far from a
Maine access point)
BOSTON, MA
Accunet: 617-890-3140 (9600 V.32)
GEnet:
617-868-3269
617-868-5284 (9600 V.32)
IBM net: 617-236-0028 (9600 V.32)
Sprintnet: 617-574-9244
617-338-0002 (9600 V.32)
Tymnet
617-357-5052
617-330-5110 (9600 V.32)
Note: Sprintnet was formerly known as Telenet. Tymnet is also known as MCI/British
Telcom.
Tymnet help number - 1-800-336-0149
Sprintnet help number - 1-800-877-5045
MaineCat
MaineCat, a statewide database showing the location of nearly four million items in the
collections of 350 Maine libraries, has been in operation under management of the Maine
State Library since 1988. The database is distributed on three CD-ROM discs. As of
November, 1994, 262 libraries in Maine were using MaineCat for enhanced resource
sharing and other purposes.
The MaineCat CD-ROM's can be searched "online" through the Maine Ideas BBS in
Bangor, as well as library dial-up systems at Waldoboro Public Library and Patten Free
Library of Bath. Additional online strategies are currently under evaluation. Contact:
Karl Beiser, Maine State Library, POB 2145, Bangor, ME 04402, tel 581-1656, fax 5811653, email beiser@saturn.caps.maine.edu.
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MEFREE-L —Maine Community Access Network Discussion List
The Maine Community Access Network (Maine CAN) seeks, among other things, to
establish broad statewide access to Maine-oriented electronic information and
communications facilities. A number of library folks have become involved in their
efforts which run parallel in a number ways to the interests of libraries. To become
involved in the Maine CAN discussions, you may wish to subscribe to the MEFREE-L
Listserv. To do so, omit the subject line and send the following email message to
LISTSERV@MAINE.MAINE.EDU
Subscribe MEFREE-L firstname lastname
MELIBS-L -- Maine Libraries Discussion List
Anyone with an electronic mail account on an Internet-connected system can participate
in a statewide library discussion group called MELIBS-L. Messages sent to MELIBS-L
are "reflected" to everyone who has subscribed to the discussion list and show up among
their incoming mail messages. To subscribe to the Maine Libraries Discussion List, omit
the subject line and send the following message to LISTSERV@MAINE.MAINE.EDU
Subscribe MELIBS-L firstname lastname
Substitute your own firstname and lastname. Once your request has been processed, you
will start receiving messages sent to the discussion list. If you wish to send a message to
other library folks, address your message to MELIBS-L@MAINE.MAINE.EDU.
MELIBS-L is resident on the University of Maine System's IBM mainframe in Orono and
is moderated by the Maine State Library.
National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis (NCGIA)
Based on the Univ of Maine campus in Orono, NCGIA is a research consortium with core
support from the National Science Foundation. It conducts basic research on geographic
analysis using geographical information systems technology. NCGIA is comprised of the
Geography Departments at the University of California at Santa Barbara and SUNYBuffalo, and the Department of Surveying Engineering at the University of Maine. The
Center serves as a focus for activities relating to geographic information systems (GIS).
It maintains a World Wide Web site which contains descriptions of its research program,
technical reports and publications available, conferences and meetings, and other items of
interest to the GIS community. This site can be accessed at
http://blackbird.umesve.maine.edu/home_page.html.
At present, those faculty participating in NCGIA research work on topics relating to:
computer law, geographic databases, query languages, remote sensing and image
processing, spatial reasoning, sharing of spatial data, user interface design and
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visualization of spatial data quality. For more info, Kathleen Hornsby, NCGIA,
University o f Maine, Orono, ME 04469-5711, tel 207-581-2143, fax 207-581-2206,
email: kathleen@mecanl.maine.edu.
National Consumer-Oriented Online Services
Consumer-oriented online services can be of interest to libraries. Many offer relatively
inexpensive electronic mail with Internet connections. Some offer access to wire
services, technical support services of major computer hardware and software vendors.
Some also have gateways to simplified versions of BRS, Dialog or Dow Jones database
services available with a surcharge —beware the pricing, however, as going direct can be
less expensive sometimes.
The following contact and pricing information was accurate as of early April, 1994, but
can change on short notice. Pricing is based on monthly credit card billing. Contact the
service directly for their (sometimes higher cost) direct invoicing options for institutions.
Most services charge than the fees shown below for higher speed access where that is
available.
--America Online, 800-827-6364. $9.95/mo with 5 hours included, $3.50 each additional
hour. Has eye-catching graphical user interface software for DOS, Windows and Mac
users. Very popular and fast-growing service.
--CompuServe, 800-848-8199. $9.95/mo with unlimited access to some services. $4.80
per hour for other services. Internet email is $.10 for the first 3 pages, less than $.01 for
each additional page. Toll-free access adds $6.60 to the hourly cost. Has broadest
coverage of computer-related issues and products. The "online service of record" for the
computer industry and technologically inclined individuals. Has had to reduce pricing
due to pressure from America Online and Prodigy. Huge system in which beginners can
easily get lost. Several graphical communications front-ends are available inexpensively
and can be use if one wishes.
--Delphi, 800-695-4005. $10.00/mo with 4 hours included and $4.00 each additional
hour, or $20.00 per month with 20 hours included and $1.80 each additional hour.
$3.00/mo for Internet access. This comparatively small service was way ahead of the
others in providing inexpensive Internet access for not only email, but also remote log-on
and file transfer. Character-based, menued user interface is ugly but effective. Graphical
front-end under development.
—GEnie, 800-638-8369. $8.95/mo with 4 hours included, $3.00 each additional hour.
Historically, one of the lowest-priced services with strong shareware / public-domain
software libraries. Had early German, Japanese connections. Graphical front-end under
development. Has more local nodes in Maine than any other service.
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--Prodigy, 914-448-8811. $14.95/mo for unlimited access to most of system. Joint
venture of Sears and IBM, this service was originally oriented to the non-technical home.
It lacked shareware for downloading and was weak in computer-related forums. A minor
resurgence is underway after several years of losing a great deal of money. Still retains a
"Reader's Digest" reputation. Uses NAPLPS online graphics protocol and a unique frontend software package.
’ -1
Post-Secondary Institutions
Computing and Data Processing Service (CAPS)
The Computing and Data Processing Service of the University of Maine System offers
reasonably priced dial-up internet accounts on the Saturn machine to schools, libraries,
non-profit organizations and governments in Maine.
It is authorized to resell Internet access to non-commercial organizations within Maine. It
has linked a dozen or more school to the Internet via high-speed leased lines.
For Saturn, contact Prudence Kennedy or Cindy Mitchell. For connecting whole
organizations to the Internet, contact Jay Johnson, Director. In either case, the address
is CAPS, Neville Hall, University o f Maine, Orono, ME 04469, tel. 581-3501.
Education Network of Maine
The Education Network of Maine manages Maine's statewide instructional television
system from offices and studios in Augusta. In conjunction with the Community College
of Maine it provides post-secondary level courses to 70+ sites around the state. For
information, contact George Connick, Director, Education Network o f Maine, 46
University Drive, Augusta, ME 04330, tel 621-3377 / 800-696-6000.
MaineREACH
Created at the recommendation of the University of Maine System's Chancellor's
Advisory Committee on Information Technology, MaineREACH is a non-profit
corporation that will facilitate and support the use of information technologies for
learning in non-academic settings. It plans to operate as a consortium whose members
will include for-profit corporations; non-profit institutions, organizations and agencies;
and municipal, regional and state government agencies.
The MaineREACH Consortium will assist its members in needs assessment, training in
the use of different information technologies, identification and selection of learning
specialists, development of cooperative programs with such information technology
providers as the Education Network of Maine and URSUS. Contact: Don Nicholl, D & H
Associates, POB 10548, Portland, ME 04104, tel 772-1289, fax 772-1373.
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Maine Training and Computer Network

The Maine Technical College System has received a grant for $100,000 from the
Betterment Fund to develop a computer system to link alumni with employers. The
system is expected to begin operating in 1995. Once the grant expires, the System will
maintain the system on its own. For further information, contact John Fitzsimmons,
President, Maine Technical College System, SHS HI31, Augusta, ME 04333, tel 2871070, fax 287-1037.
SEE ALSO:
Community Network Efforts - AVCNet
Community Network Efforts - Brunswick
Education-Oriented (K-12) Initiatives, Waterville
Saturn for Email, Internet Access
Full internet access is now available to libraries, schools and non-profit organizations
through Saturn, a service of CAPS, the computing organization of the University of
Maine System. Saturn is an open invitation to librarians, among others, to explore the
exciting, confusing reality of worldwide networking.
There are local access numbers in communities with a University of Maine campus.
They are listed below under the discussion of URSUS. Outside of these areas the
NYNEX Info Path service provides connections at a rate far lower than regular long
distance.
This is a utilitarian service without large amounts of readily available training and
assistance. As menu-based, however, it is easier to use than totally command-driven
internet access schemes. With it one may:
-Send and receive electronic mail
-Transfer files across the internet
-Log into remote computer systems on the network
-Read and respond to messages from all over the world on hundreds of topics within Net
News
-Utilize network tools like WAIS, Gopher, Archie, World Wide Web, ftp, telnet
-Log onto URSUS or the University System's information systems
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CAPS is offering Saturn to qualifying organizations on a cost-recovery basis. Pricing is
$10/month, which includes $5-worth of free usage. Usage is billed at the rate of $l/hr
from midnight to noon and $2/hr from noon to midnight. If there is no local access
number, you will need to call long distance or acquire an Info Path account, available
through CAPS. Info Path costs are $5/month plus a usage charge based on the amount of
data sent rather than purely the amount of time onfme —from $3 to $5/hr is a reasonable
estimate.
The following phone numbers are maintained by the Computing and Data Processing
Service (CAPS) of the University of Maine System Tor access to a variety of computer
systems including Saturn and URSUS. Set up your telecommunications software for VT100 terminal emulation and 8 databits, no parity, 1 stop bit. When you connect you will
get a prompt at which you may type URSUS to connect as a public user of that system.
No password is necessary. If you have a Saturn account, you type SATURN and your
log-on and password to reach that service. Note that there are a limited number of lines
and you may have to try over and over to get through. The lines tend to be busiest in the
evening.

Augusta
Farmington
Fort Kent
Lewiston
Machias
Orono
Portland
Presque Is
Saco

621-3310
778-7004
834-5334
783-3872
255-3216
581-3660
780-4539
768-9650
283-1146

For further information, contact Prudence Kennedy or Cindy Mitchell, Computing
Center, Neville Hall, University o f Maine, Orono, ME 04469, 581-3552.
Secretary of State - Corporation Names
A partnership between the Secretary of State's office and Thomas College provides a list
of Maine corporation names. These names can be searched on-line from the Maine
section of gopher.thomas.edu (gopher://gopher.thomas.edu/). Contact: Chris Rhoda, Dir.
o f Info. Services, Thomas College, 180 West River Road, Waterville, ME 04901, tel 207877-0124, email chris@host2.thomas.edu.
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State Government World-Wide Web Site
A number of Maine State Government agencies are making information available by
means of a World-Wide Web server located in Augusta. If you have access to the
Internet, as well as a web browser software package (e.g. Mosaic or Netscape for a
graphical interface or Lynx for a character-based interface), the address is
http://www.state.me.us.
Included as of early March, 1995, were Bureau of Information Services, Department of
Environmental Protection, State Planning Office, Department of Conservation,
Department of Economic and Community Development, Maine State Library, Office of
Tourism, Bureau of Elder and Adult Services, Information Services Policy Board, Bureau
of Medical Services, Maine Emergency Management Agency, Department of
Professional and Financial Regulation.
SurveyNet BBS, The Network for Land Surveyors
A national mail network for land surveyors, Maine-based SurveyNet uses QWK-based
technology to link to 15 nodes (bulletin boards) scattered around the country that share
the same message conferences. The connections are all made via daily long distance
telephone calls. A few of the participating systems have gated SurveyNet to the Rime and
Fido networks and most of the boards also have their own internet mail feeds. The
system is set up to provide online public conferencing over a wide area and is not
intended to be a private message transport mechanism. Contact: George Fergusson, bbs
549-3213, email gsferg@surveynet.org.
Thomas College Gopher and World-Wide Web Sites
Thomas College is offering the following services to Internet users: Maine Information Maine data gathered and pointers to information collected by other Internet sites;
Business Information - Business data gathered and pointers to information collected by
other Internet sites; Computer Information - Pointers to information and computer
businesses on the Internet. Addresses are: gopher: gopher.thomas.edu, WWW:
http://www.thomas.edu/.
URSUS
URSUS (University Resources Serving Users Statewide) is the online catalog and
circulation system shared by the libraries of the University of Maine System campuses,
plus the Maine State Library, Bangor Public Library, the Maine Law and Legislative
Reference Library and probably other libraries in the future. Besides allowing searches of
the libraries' shared bibliographic database, a variety of other resources are also accessible
from the URSUS menus including the Maine Union List of Serials and a wide variety of
Internet re sources such as library catalogs around the world, campus-wide information
systems, government information systems, etc. The online catalogs of Bowdoin, Colby
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and Bates are among those that can be reached through URSUS menus. Those seeking
direct local access to these catalogs should contact the libraries at the respective
institutions directly. Access numbers are listed under the description of Saturn. Contact
Marilyn Lutz, Systems Librarian, Fogler Library, University o f Maine, Orono, ME
04469, tel 207-581-1658.
Community Network Efforts
AVCNet *Effort to establish a community network in the Lewiston-Auburn area. Contact: Jim
Hart, email jhart@h5.avcnet.org.
BAIRNet
The Bangor Area Information Resources Network is attempting to create an online
community information system available to anyone within a local phone call of Bangor.
Participants include libraries, business interests, school systems, health-care organizations
and other community organizations. Contact: Paul Schroeder, Assistant Librarian,
Moulton Library, Bangor Theological Seminary, 300 Union Street, Bangor, ME 04401,
tel 990-1265, fax 942-4914, email schroedr@saturn.caps.maine.edu.
Bethel Datafication Project
Building upon a Gould Academy Internet connection and working with the University of
Maine System, the Bethel Datification Project has made Internet access available to
Crescent Park School and Telstar High School using data over cable TV technology. The
Project is now installing a modem pool for local citizen Internet connections, as well. A
town government gopher and world wide web server are planned for the near future.
Contact: Dr. Harry Dresser, Associate Headmaster, Gould Academy, Bethel, ME, email
dresserh@gould. pvt. kl2. me. us.
Maine Community Access Network (MaineCAN)
"A private non-profit corporation dedicated to fostering the establishment and active use
of an open-access statewide computer network serving all the people of Maine." An
affiliate of National Public Telecomputing Network, the institutional home of the Free
Net movement, the group seeks to have a pilot system operating by early 1995.
Volunteer are sought for technical and fund-raising committees. For more info contact:
Maine CAN, P.O. Box 92, Augusta, ME 04332. Chair o f the effort is Elizabeth Frey,
email efrey@biddeford.com.
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Rangeley Information Coalition
A group of citizens of Rangeley and the immediate area interested in the possibility of
establishing a community network and/or less expensive, more capable
telecommunications connections to the world at large. Contact: Bill Ellis, POB 567,
Rangeley, ME 04970, tel 864-2252.
Unity Information Exchange
The Unity Information Exchange is a community-oriented information system running on
a bulletin board system platform. BBS 568-7545.
WTVLNet
The Waterville Network is attempting to create an online community information system
available to anyone within a local phone call of Waterville. Participants include libraries,
business interests, school systems, health-care organizations and other community
organizations. Contact: Chris Rhoda, Dir. o f Info. Services, Thomas College, 180 West
River Road, Waterville, ME 04901, tel 207-877-0124, email chris@host2.thomas.edu.
SEE ALSO:
Education-Oriented (K-12) Activities - Brunswick/SAD #75 Beacon Center
Library Community - Camden Public Library Internet Site
Getting Connected in Maine - Celestat
Getting Connected in Maine - MEFREE-L Maine Community Access Discussion List
Economic Development Initiatives
Greater Portland Economic Development Council & Maine Science
and Technology Commission
The Council has brokered a partnership between the Maine Science and Technology
Foundation and the Greater Portland Chamber of Commerce. Also included in the
partnership are numerous organizations that in some way provide economic development
services, including the University of Southern Maine, the University of Maine, the
University of Maine System and Southern Maine Technical College.
The effort seeks to develop capacity in telecommunications and video and to use this to
help firms transfer technology, with a prime focus is on environmental technology. Other
clusters exist with other organizations.
The project will be tied into the CoCenter for Environmental Enterprise, a project of the
BPOEDC (GPEDC). Contact Michael Donovan, email donovanm@delphi.com.
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Thomas College / Mid-Maine Chamber of Commerce
A partnership is being formed between Thomas College and the Mid-Maine (Waterville)
Chamber of Commerce to electronically provide economic development services
concerning the Greater Waterville Area. Contact: rChris Rhoda, Dir. o f Info. Services,
Thomas College, 180 West River Road, Waterville, ME 04901, tel 207-877-0124, email
chris@host2. thomas. edu.
Education-Oriented (K-12) Activities
The following topics are included in this section:
-ACTEM (Assn of Computer Technology Educators of Maine)
-Brunswick/SAD #75 Beacon Center
-Discovering Community Networks ~ MMSA Telecommunication Planning Grant
-ECO (Educational Cooperative) 2000
-Gould Academy
-Local Information Technology Grants
-Maine First Class Network
-Maine Leadership Consortium
-ME-Link
-Maine Dept of Education Goals 2000 Technology Task Force
-Oakland, Sidney, Belgrade Educational Technology Bond
-RECON
-Telecommunications in Education to Reform Mathematics and Science (TERMS)
-Waterville School System Computer and Networking
ACTEM (Association of Computer Technology Educators of Maine)
ACTEM provides a forum for computer educators to coordinate their efforts. Recent
efforts have focused on certification, telecommunications and networking, and purchasing
hardware cooperatively. Contact: Bob Stackpole, Massabesic Junior High School,
Waterboro, ME, tel 247-6121.
Brunswick/SAD #75 Beacon Center
A three-year, $900,000 National Science Foundation Grant (Networking Infrastructure in
Education Division) funds this project aimed at integrating technology and teaching to
meet K-12 and community education needs of the Beacon School (mathematics and
science) Project.
Goals include: development of a data network with access to the Internet from public
schools, Bowdoin College and the Brunswick Public Library; creation of an electronic
public forum for use by committed network users among the Beacon School Project
participants, including community leaders, business resource people, parents, teachers
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and students; implementation of a comprehensive voice, data, interactive video network
through which teachers, students and community members can fully realize all of the
innovative and interactive aspects of the Beacon School Project; demonstration of
innovative teaching strategies that integrate area schools and citizens into a community of
learners; hot a series of statewide and regional workshops in which findings and longrange ideas can be shared with other communities. -Discovering Community Networks
—MMSA Telecommunication Planning Grant
The Maine Mathematics and Science Alliance has received a $96,248 Technology
Planning Grant for three of its Beacon School Centers: Mount Desert Island, Houlton and
York, the objectives or the "Discovering Community Networks Project" are:
development of community technology plans focused on using telecommunications to
improve science and mathematics education; development of plans for intra and
intercommunity communications; documentation of the process of community
technology planning for a transferable model; and research on how science and math
reform is enhanced by telecommunications.
ECO (Educational Cooperative) 2000
Fourteen schools in six districts joined together in 1992 to cooperatively buy food,
institutional supplies, office supplies and other goods and services more efficiently and at
lower cost than would be the case if each small system operated on its own. The group
has developed a telecommunications plan to link their schools by voice, video and data.
Members include Saint Agatha (SAD #33), Van Buren (SAD #24), Easton, Ashland
(SAD #32), Stockholm and New Sweden (Union 122), and Washburn (SAD #45).
Gould Academy
Gould Academy has a 56kb dedicated Internet connection from the University of Maine
System which is made available to all students and faculty members in the school on a
full-time basis. Internet protocols as well as more typical network software are available
through the school's LAN which extends throughout its school building, two
administrative buildings, and into each of the dormitory rooms in its three dormitories.
Contact: Dr. Harry Dresser, Associate Headmaster, Gould Academy, Bethel, ME, email
dresserh@gould.pvt. kl 2. me. us.
Local Information Technology Grants
Twelve K-8 schools each received a $75,000 technology grant from the Maine
Department of Education in June, 1994:
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Caribou: Hilltop Elementary School, Teague Park Elementary School, Caribou Middle
School. To buy 18 computers, software and multimedia production equipment for use in
the existing curriculum.
Ashland: Ashland Central School (SAD #32). To buy 30 computers and software for
writing and reading programs.
*
Buxton: Bonny Eagle Middle School, Edna Libby School, George Jack School, Steep
Falls School, H.B. Emery School, Hollis School, Eliza Libby School, Frank Jewett
School, Hanson School (SAD #6). To connect schools via cable TV and computers to
each other, and to the community, libraries and the Internet.
Camden: Elm Street School, Rockport Elementary School, Mary E. Taylor Middle School
(SAD #28). To explore linking existing computers using cable TV lines rather than
telephone lines.
Cornish: South Hiram Elementary School, Hiram Elementary School, Fred Morrill
Elementary School, Cornish School, Baldwin School (SAD #55). To buy 14 computers
for bulletin board and student use, and for staff training or a variety of projects.
Dexter: Dexter Primary/Middle School (SAD #46). To buy 15 computers and printers for
a network through which the community may communicate with the school
electronically.
Freeport: Morse Street School, Mast Landing School, Freeport Middle School. To buy a
major computer service, 17 computers and communications equipment to create a
network to link students and teachers with local businesses and government.
Lewiston: Montello School. To pay for a technology coordinator, staff training and
laptop computers.
Lincoln: Ella Burr School, Dr. Carl Troutt School, Mattanawcook Junior High School.
To buy 24 computers, pay a part-time technology facilitator and train teachers for projects
including desktop publishing, electronic mail and electronic bulletin boards.
Machias: Rose M. Gaffney School (Union 102). To build a technology team o teachers to
integrate 29 computers into classroom and labs. Mount Desert: Conners-Emerson School, Mount Desert Elementary School, Pemetic
Elementary School, Tremont Consolidated School, Islesford School, Longfellow School,
Swan's Island School, Frenchboro School. To link eight schools, including four island
schools, to each other and to the Internet.
Waldoboro: A.D. Gray School, Friendship Village School, Miller School, Prescott
School, F.D. Rowe School, Warren Primary School, D.R. Gaul School, Union
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Elementary School (SAD #40). To buy 10 computers for a community network
providing public access to education and information.
(Information about these 12 grants taken from the Maine Sunday Telegram, June 12,
1994).
Maine First Class Network
A substantial number of school districts use First Class BBS software from Softarc, Inc.
for local dial-up communications among teachers and students. Most are linked for burst
mode transfer of email at low cost. Users have access to Internet email going and coming
via several First Class systems with UUCP links.
As of November, 1994, participating schools were located in Guilford, Bangor, Oakland,
Litchfield, China, Monmouth, Readfield, Songo Locks, Saco, Kennebunk, Freeport,
Portland, Wiscasset, Auburn, Old Orchard Beach, Wiscasset, as well as SAD's 6, 40, 60,
and 75. Saco provides dial up access to Biddeford and Old Orchard Beach; SAD 75,
Wiscasset, Kennebunk have additional links to school sites within their districts.
Kennebunk, Oak Hill, Freeport and ME-Link offer UUCP Internet access for electronic
mail and newsgroups. Because of all the gating going on, there are over 1,000 FC BBSes
around the world that several if not all of these schools have access to. Additional
systems are in the planning stages. Contact Jay Trevorrow, tel 783-0833, email
Trevorrow@ME-Link.
Maine Leadership Consortium
This group represents approximately 14 professional education associations, the
University of Maine system, the Department of Education and the Information Exchange
at the Maine State Library. Recognizing that administrators need to be connected
electronically, the Consortium has made arrangements with CAPS (Computing and Data
Processing Services of the University of Maine System) to provide electronic mail and
bulletin board facilities by means of CAPS' Saturn system.
It is anticipated that the Commissioner's letters and other Department of Education
information will be on this new bulletin board. The Information Exchange at the Maine
State Library will also be an option so that members can access research information.
Contact: Nelson Walls, Executive Director, Maine Leadership Consortium.
ME-Link
A BBS run for K-12 education professionals since 1986 by the Maine Center for
Educational Services in Auburn, ME-Link has Internet electronic mail links as well as
connections with at least three dozen local school sites through which it participates in
the Maine Educational Telecommunications System, an organization of school district
communications installation around the state. Contact: Jay Treverrow, 223 Main St.,
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POB 620, Auburn, ME 04212-0620, BBS 783-9701, email
Jay_Treverrow@melink. avcnet. org.
Maine Dept of Education Goals 2000 Technology Task Force
A task force of educators, business people, telecomihunications providers and private
citizens was convened to "recommend an effective plan for improved student learning in
all schools through the use of technology." The plan developed by the task force will be
included in Maine's Goals 2000 State Improvement Plan by the Task Force on Learning
Results. The Task Force on Learning Results, a creation of the Legislature, is an advisory
panel to the State Board of Education whose members were appointed by the Governor
and the Commissioner of Education. There is federal money to assist in developing the
technology plan called for in the Goals 2000 federal legislation, but there are no funds for
purchasing hardware or software.
Oakland, Sidney, Belgrade Educational Technology Bond
In June, 1994, local voters approved a $250,000 bond to expand the schools' use of
educational technology. The funds will become available in January, 1995. As of this
writing it appears that the major spending focus will be on hardware (e.g. computers and
satellite dishes). Contact: Donald Borman, Assistant Superintendent.
RECON
The Rural Educators' Cooperative Online Network represents twelve school districts (48
schools) in Maine. Seeks low cost access to telecommunications for rural students,
supports National Geographic Kid's Network telecommunications program for member
elementary and middle schools, develops and pilots new curriculum units that combine
interdisciplinary cooperative study with problem-solving and telecommunications among
member schools, shares information on educational use of telecommunications among
members. For more information, contact Shelly Swazey, Librarian / Media Specialist,
Lincoln Academy, POB 382, Newcastle, ME 04555, tel 563-3596, fax 563-1067.
Telecommunications in Education to Reform Mathematics and Science (TERMS)
The Maine Mathematics and Science Alliance and the Wells Estuarine Research Reserve
will be working together to begin a statewide mathematics and science problem-based
network of students, teachers, research, government and educational nonprofit
organizations. The project has financial support from the Maine Science and Technology
Foundation and the US Dept of Energy EPSCoR program.
Goals include: increasing students' and teachers' knowledge in science and mathematics;
formation of partnerships between schools, government and scientific research agencies;
use of telecommunications as a mechanism for transforming Science and Mathematics
curricula; development of instructional materials to distribute to other schools.
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TERMS will be a statewide network sponsored by the Wells National Estuarine Research
Reserve, the Maine Department of Environmental Protection, the Technical Education
Research Center and the Maine Mathematics and Science Alliance. Any science or
mathematics teacher with access to a phone line can participate in integrated science and
mathematics investigations and discuss the investigation from the perspectives of their
site. Students will collect data, analyze it and transhiit it to create combined results for
further cross-site analysis.
Waterville School System Computer and Networking Bond
A S1,000,000 bond issue to update all computer hardware in city schools and to network
all Waterville schools with each other and with Thomas College, Colby College, City
Hall, and the Waterville Public Library was approved in December, 1994.
SEE ALSO:
Community Network Efforts - Bethel Datafication Project
Legislative Initiatives - Project Learning Link
Getting Connected in Maine - Maine Resource Bank
Health-Related Initiatives
Eastern Maine Healthcare Telemedicine Efforts
Contact: Mary Jo MacLaughlin, Director, Information Resources, Eastern Maine
Healthcare, 489 State Street, Bangor, ME 04401, tel 945-7046, fax 945-8995.
Maine CITE
A statewide project designed to help make assistive technology more available to Maine
children and adults who have disabilities. In order to make these devices and services
more available to Mainers with disabilities, the project builds a statewide network of
assistive technology resources; collaborates with state and national agencies to increase
access to information; and assists agencies and organizations with information and
training. Its work includes computer access to national databases and use of the
interactive television system of the Educational Network of Maine. Contact: Maine
CITE, University o Maine at Augusta, 46 University Drive, Augusta, ME 04330.
Maine Meeting Place
An online information and communications system for parents and others who work with
mentally and emotionally disabled children. Access is toll-free from anywhere in Maine
to those who qualify. Contact: Lou McIntosh, Sysop, Maine Meeting Place, c/o YCPA,
150 Main Street, Sanford, ME 04073, tel 324-2337, email sysop@mmp.org.
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Telehealth Task Force
Group interested in acquiring funding for application of telecommunications technology
to improved delivery of health care in rural areas. Contact: Helen Zidowecki, Director,
Office o f Rural Health, SHS #11, Augusta, ME 04333, tel 624-5424.
Legislative Initiatives 1995
Library Phone Rates
An Act to Provide Improved Telecommunications Access for Libraries, a bill that would
make lower-cost phone connections available to libraries, was in the drafting state in
early February. It is sponsored by State Representative Sharon Treat, POB 12, Gardiner,
ME 04345, tel582-6702 (home), 623-4241 (business), 287-1400 or 800-423-2900
(Legislature).
Maine Info Net
The Maine Info Net proposal would create a statewide online library information system
consisting of real-time statewide library catalog with shelf-availability information,
menued access to Internet resources, access to commercial databases, full Internet access
accounts for libraries, and extensions to existing statewide data networks to make the
system work. Contact Elaine Albright, Maine Library Commission Chair, 5729 Fogler
Library, University o f Maine, Orono, ME 04469-5729, tel 581-1661, fax 581-1653, email
albright@maine. maine. edu.
Project Learning Link
A proposal to establish two-way instructional video capabilities in every secondary
school in Maine, plus a number of public libraries, and to extend high-speed data links to
the same locations. The $15 million proposal must be approved by the Maine Legislature
before it is presented as a referendum question to Maine voters in November, 1995.
Contact, Linda Lord, Maine State Library, SHS #64, Augusta, ME 04333, tel 287-5620,
email slllord@gatekeeper, ddp.state, me. us.
Library Community Efforts
Camden Public Library Internet Site
The Camden Public Library plans to establish a high-speed Internet connection and
public access to the Internet through the library in the first half of 1995. Contact: Betty
Moran, Librarian, Camden Public Library, Main Street, Camden, ME 04843, tel 2363440.
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Maine Library Commission

The Library Automation Subcommittee of the Maine Library Commission has, with the
backing of the Maine Library Association and the Maine Educational Media Association,
drafted the Maine Info Net proposal that would create a statewide online library
information system consisting of real-time statewide-library catalog with shelfavailability information, menued access to Internet resources, access to commercial
databases, full Internet access for libraries, and extensions to existing statewide data
networks to make the system work. In addition, the Maine Library Commission and the
Maine State Library are developing plans for improved library service utilizing available
technologies as part of the Vision 2003 project. Contact Elaine Albright, Maine Library
Commission Chair, 5729 Fogler Library, University o f Maine, Orono, ME 04469-5729,
tel 581-1661, fax 581-1653, email albright@maine.maine.edu.
Maine State Library
The Maine State Library carries on a wide variety of database access and database
creation activities. It also works with libraries (public, school, academic and special)
statewide in the development of more effective ways of serving information seeks
wherever they live and work in Maine. MaineCat, a listing of four million items in the
collections of 350 Maine libraries, is regularly updated on three CD-ROM discs. It is
currently in use at 262 sites. A variety of smaller databases are also maintained in house.
MSL is a full participant in the URSUS online system. In furtherance of the goal of
expanding Mainer's access to information, MSL staff are interested in all of the initiatives
described in this document and involved in many of them. Contact: Karl Beiser, Maine
State Library, POB 2145, Bangor, ME 04402, tel 581-1656, fax 581-1653, email
beiser@saturn. caps, maine. edu.
SEE ALSO:
Legislative Initiatives - Maine Info Net
Legislative Initiatives - Project Learning Link
Getting Connected in Maine - Maine Resource Bank
Getting Connected in Maine - MaineCat
Getting Connected in Maine - URSUS
Other Interested Parties
It appears that the following organizations and categories of organizations are to greater
or lesser degree interested in and affected by the development of improved
telecommunications and electronic information services:
BBS (Electronic Bulletin Board Systems) Operators - Commercial
and Non-Commercial
Book and Magazine Publishers
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Cable Television Providers
Chambers of Commerce
Community Electronic Network Backers (e.g. MaineCAN, BAIRNet)
Community Television
Disabilities Provider and Advocacy Organizations
Economic Development Organizations
Electric Utilities
Federal Contractors and Would-Be Contractors
Healthcare Providers and Organizations
Home Businesses
Home Schooling Families
Hospitals
Industry Generally
Island Residents
Lawyers .
Legislators
Libraries
Low Income Citizens, Advocacy Groups
Maine Court System
Maine Dept of Education
Maine Legislature
Maine Public Broadcasting Corporation
Maine State Government Generally
Maine State Library
Medical Practitioners
Municipal Government
Newspaper Publishers
Private Colleges
Professional Associations
Publishers
Religious Groups / Schools
Schools K-12
Senior Citizens Organizations
Small Business
Technical Colleges
Telecommuters
Telephone Companies -- NYNEX, Independents, Cellular
Television Broadcasters
University of Maine System
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Statewide Planning Efforts
Maine Telecommunications Forum
About two dozen representatives of a diverse group of interested parties have been
brought together by NYNEX to discuss the issues related to telecommunications
regulation in Maine and attempt to reach consensus on whether and how regulation
should change in the future. The firm Caron Communications has been retained to
facilitate and organize the effort and to maintain an independent venue for discussions.
The final report is due in late March. NYNEX reserves the right to endorse or not endorse
it. Contact Alan Caron or Jon Reitman, Caron Communications, 192 State Street,
Portland, ME 04101, phone 761-1993, fax 828-0330.
Maine Telecommunications and Information Technology Planning Project
Organized by Dr. George Connick in the summer of 1994 under the direction of the
University of Maine System Board of trustees, this group was charged with the
responsibility of developing an overall plan for Maine's telecommunications future. A
planning grant from the US Dept of Commerce National Telecommunications
Information Administration supports the efforts which will result in a comprehensive plan
for enhancing Maine's telecommunications and information access options (due in final
form by October 1, 1995), and an implementation proposal for the next round of Til AP
funding (grant submission deadline in April, 1995). Contact the project director o f the
group, Donald E. Nicoll, Post Office Box 10548, Portland ME 04104, tel 772-1289, fax
772-1373,email nicoll@maine.maine.edu or dnicoll@hiddeford.com.
Public Broadcasting
Public Television and Annenberg CWEIS Grant Proposal
MPBC applied unsuccessfully for the Annenberg Foundation's 1994 grant solicitation for
proposals to construct Community-Wide Education and Information Systems (CWEIS) -dial-up community information networks similar in principle to MaineCAN or BAIRNet.
The organization continues to be interested in being a part of information networking
initiatives. Contact Rus Peotter, Maine Public Broadcasting Corporation, 1450 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston, ME 04240, tel 783-9101, fax 783-5193.
Maine Public Television and First Class BBS Software
MPBC will be involved in the Public Broadcasting System's efforts to use First Class
BBS software in delivery of information to and through its public television affiliates.
The extent and schedule for this project has not yet been announced. Contact Rus
Peotter, Maine Public Broadcasting Corporation, 1450 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, ME
04240, tel 783-9101, fax 783-5193.
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Public Utilities Commission
PUC Dockets 123, 254
The Public Utilities Commission is engaged in considering alternative approaches to
regulating NYNEX, Maine's preeminent telephone service provider, under Docket 123.
During the process of resolving that Docket, a formal complaint was received alleging
subsidization of spending on the installation of a fiber-optic capacity from revenues
received for current voice services. The complaint became Docket 254. The two issues
are being heard as part of a combined process. The Public Advocate's office, the library
community (Maine Library Association, Maine Educational Media Association, and
Maine Library Commission), the Department of Education, and the Maine Community
Access Network have filed for Intervener status —giving them the right to participate in
the lengthy and detailed discussions that are scheduled to culminate in a ruling in late
spring, 1995. Contact Charles A. Jacobs, Administrative Director, Maine Public Utilities
Commission, 242 State Street, SHS 18, Augusta, ME 04333-0018.
Among representatives for intervening parties are Greg Scott (Dept of Education, SHS
#23, Augusta, ME 04333, tel. 287-5112), Maine Dept of Education; and Paul Schroeder
(Assistant Librarian, Moulton Library, Bangor Theological Seminary, 300 Union Street,
Bangor, ME 04401, tel 990-1265, fax 942-4914, email schroedr@satum.caps.maine.edu),
Maine Library Assn, Maine Library Commission and Maine Educational Media Assn.
State Government
Information Services Policy Board
The ISPB deals with a wide variety of issues related to the operation of data processing
systems within state government. A subcommittee, the Public Access Work Group, is
concerned with improving the public's access to agency programs (potentially via kiosk
technology) and with public access to information in electronic form in general.
Maine Court System
A number of initiatives are underway to use telecommunications technology to improve
the functioning of Maine's court system. The State Court Library Committee's
Information Technology Subcommittee is developing a five-year plan for use of
computers and telecommunications to improve operations. Meanwhile, pilot projects
using stand-alone personal computers and CD-ROM products are underway in four
county law libraries. The System is looking into public-domain citation systems that
might facilitate electronic publishing of court rulings.
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The Office of Court Computer Services is expanding an internal network to Maine's 16
Superior Courts in 1995, with the intention of further extension to the District Court
level. Contact David Kennedy, Regional Court Administrator, SHS HI63, Augusta, ME
04330, tel 287-3971, fax 287-4641.
Maine Department of Human Services
MOMS (Maine's Original Multimedia Systems) provides WIC (Women, Infants and
Children's) program information through a touch-screen system that delivers video, audio,
animation, illustration and text. The system delivers routine nutrition and health
counseling information, freeing staff for time-intensive personal counseling.
Maine Department of Labor
The Maine Automated Job Referral System provides job seekers the opportunity to match
their skills with current employer job openings without staff intervention after an initial
visit to the Job Service. The touch-screen kiosk system is easy to use and records all
necessary information for tracking and record keeping (substantially reducing
paperwork). The Department plans to place the system in all its offices throughout
Maine. Contact: Steve Campana, Department o f Labor, tel 287-1293.
Public Advocate's Office
The Public Advocate's responsibility is to represent the public interest in proceedings
before the Public Utilities Commission, including those having to do with telephone
rates, regulation and services. The current incumbent, Steve Ward, may be contacted at
Office o f the Public Advocate, SHS HI 12, Augusta, ME 04333, tel 287-2445, email
padvocate@aol. com.
SEE ALSO:
Getting Connected in Maine - State Government World-Wide Web Site
User Groups
Maine Telecommunications User Group
An organization of commercial users of telecommunications services working for and
concerned with member interests in the provision, and regulation of telecommunication
services. Contact: Richard Curry, Chair, Maine Telecommunications Users Group,
UNUMLife Insurance Company, 2211 Congress Street, Portland, ME 04122, tel 7702653, fax 770-6933.
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